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Scuola di Italiano

USING A VPN TO ACCESS ONLINE ITALIAN VIDEO CONTENT
Have you ever gone into an internet-based service like Netflix and were refused to 
view Italian (or other country) video content? Most likely you find very little content in 
La Bella Lingua. The reasoning given is typically that you are “outside the region.”
Why is this? Even though we can use the internet to access just about everything 
around the world, many commercial services restrict certain types of content to be 
streamed outside their borders. This may be done for a variety of business and 
regulatory reasons. Or perhaps, they’re being just plain nasty… cattivi!
How do they do this? By reconfiguring their network computers and servers, they 
are able to filter out any connection requests that originate outside their country 
borders. All computing devices in the world have unique Internet addresses which 
currently consist of a series of up to twelve numbers. A subset of numbers within the 
address identify the location by country of the device. Therefore, it’s a simple matter 
for the foreign services to filter out connections from any country they choose.  
If commercial movies and programming are to be blocked, this is how it’s done. Even 
services such as newspaper sites might let foreign connections access their posted 
news stories, but block any specific video content embedded with the stories. I’ve 
been frustrated by this many times… until I found the solution years ago - VPN 
software.
VPN (Virtual Private Network) software has been around for years. Companies use it 
to allow their traveling or home-based employees to utilize a secure, encrypted virtual 
“pipeline” into their secure Company intranet, no matter where they happen to be 
located. Over the past few years many private users have begun to use VPN software 
on computers and mobile devices to secure their own communications and to 
anonymize their connections when attempting to access blocked content from other 
countries.
VPN will get you access to web services in Italy and elsewhere by creating an 
encrypted virtual connection to VPN intermediary servers in Italy designed to accept 
and pass on these connections. The effect is that, to servers and networks you want 
to access, your connection appears as if it were originating from within Italy. The 
services, seeing your connection as traffic with an Italian address, will pass content 
through to you. This is completely transparent and perfectly legitimate. The only 
thing you may detect is a slight decrease in bandwidth (data transfer speed). With 
improvements made over the years, the effects become negligible.
VPN software can be easily enabled and disabled at will through a simple interface. I 
activate it only when I want to access sites in Italy that would otherwise not recognize 
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me due to the filtering mentioned already. By the way, with VPN software you get a 
number of countries to choose from anytime you want. There is a VPN entry port 
available in Milano when I use my VPN software. By the way, when your VPN 
software is enabled, most international content services (like Netflix) will allow you to 
login using your regular state-side login credentials.
There are several companies that have developed excellent, easy-to-use and 
inexpensive VPN software for your smartphones, tablets and computers. I use and 
endorse ExpressVPN. The website is expressvpn.com . The site presents the 
service in an easy-to-understand manner for those who are not ‘into’ technology. The 
software can be downloaded from their website onto Apple Mac and Windows 
computers for a 30-day trial period. Additionally, there are versions (in the form of 
apps) for your iOS and Android devices and available from their respective app stores. 
The software is very simple and straightforward to use.
After the free 30-day trial, if you decide to formally adopt ExpressVPN onto your 
systems, you must select a subscription plan. As of February 2020, the plans are as 
follows: $12.95 per month on a month-to-month basis., 1 year for $8.32 per month 
(the most popular plan, and the one I use), or 6 months for $9.99 per month.
As a separate added benefit, with VPN software you can make secure encrypted 
internet connections anywhere from wherever you may be outside of your secure 
home network. This is actually the main feature and reason to go the VPN route. As 
you know, if you’re at the local coffee shop or other public locations, it is not 
recommended that you connect to your banks and other sites for making financial 
transactions. This is due to the fact that, while unlikely, it is possible for some ne'er-
do-well to tap into your communications or hack into your system; you just never 
know! Not so if you are using VPN software at those unsecured locations. 
Meanwhile for us – the subject of this article — programmi in italiano!!
Don’t forget that you can enable both Italian and/or English subtitles, which of course 
is perfect to help you with your comprensione di italiano. 
Start exploring all the Italian content you can stand (or sit): original Italian movies and 
other programming, your favorite American shows and movies dubbed in Italian, and 
other streaming content that might normally be blocked.

BUON DIVERTIMENTO!
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